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ABSTRACT

Brown dwarf disks are excellent laboratories to test our understanding of disk physics in an extreme parameter regime. In this paper
we investigate a sample of 29 well-characterized brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars, for which Herschel far-infrared fluxes and
(sub)-mm fluxes are available. We measured new Herschel/PACS fluxes for 11 objects and complement these with (sub)-mm data and
Herschel fluxes from the literature. We analyze their spectral energy distributions in comparison with results from radiative transfer
modeling. Fluxes in the far-infrared are strongly affected by the shape and temperature of the disk (and hence stellar luminosity),
whereas the (sub)-mm fluxes mostly depend on disk mass. Nevertheless, there is a clear correlation between far-infrared and (sub)-
mm fluxes. We argue that the link results from the combination of the stellar mass-luminosity relation and a scaling between disk mass
and stellar mass. We find strong evidence of dust settling to the disk midplane. The spectral slopes between near- and far-infrared are
mostly between −0.5 and −1.2 in our sample, which is comparable to more massive T Tauri stars; this may imply that the disk shapes
are similar as well, although highly flared disks are rare among brown dwarfs. We find that dust temperatures in the range of 7−15 K,
calculated with T ≈ 25 (L/L⊙)0.25 K, are appropriate for deriving disk masses from (sub)-mm fluxes for these low luminosity objects.
About half of our sample hosts disks with at least one Jupiter mass, confirming that many brown dwarfs harbor sufficient material for
the formation of Earth-mass planets in their midst.

Key words. brown dwarfs – circumstellar matter – stars: pre-main sequence – infrared: stars – submillimeter: stars

1. Introduction

Brown dwarfs (BDs) are a common outcome of star formation
and have been found in large numbers in all nearby star-forming
regions (see review by Luhman 2012). Just like their more mas-
sive stellar siblings, young brown dwarfs are surrounded by
dusty disks. Brown dwarfs have masses of 0.01−0.08 M⊙ and
luminosities several orders of magnitude lower than stars, while
their accretion rates and the disk masses are also lower. Their
disks represent an interesting laboratory for studying the evo-
lutionary processes in disks, particularly those related to planet
formation, and our methods for inferring disk properties, in an
extreme parameter range.

Brown dwarf disks, originally found in near- and mid-
infrared surveys (Comeron et al. 1998; Muench et al. 2001;
Natta & Testi 2001; Natta et al. 2002; Jayawardhana et al.
2003), are now investigated over the infrared, submillimeter, and

⋆ Herschel is a ESA space observatory with science instruments pro-
vided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with impor-
tant participation from NASA.

millimeter spectral range. For the most part, the general evo-
lutionary blueprint adopted for stellar disks applies to brown
dwarf disks as well. The disk lifetimes are 5−10 Myr and thus
comparable to or slightly longer than in the stellar regime
(Dawson et al. 2013; Luhman & Mamajek 2012). At a given
age, brown dwarf disks show a range of masses and geometries,
including flat and flared disks as well as disks with inner opacity
holes (Mohanty et al. 2004). As in stellar disks, evidence for the
presence of large, mm-sized dust grains has been found by vari-
ous methods (e.g., Apai et al. 2005; Scholz et al. 2007), and was
recently demonstrated based on the first brown dwarf data from
the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA; Ricci et al. 2012,
2014).

Observations of brown dwarfs in the (sub)-mm and mil-
limeter domain show that disk masses scale with stellar mass,
at around 1% of the stellar mass, albeit with large scat-
ter (Scholz et al. 2006; Klein et al. 2003; Mohanty et al. 2013;
Andrews et al. 2013). Substellar disk masses rarely exceed
0.001 M⊙, thus only the brightest BD disks have been detected
at these wavelengths.
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Only recently has it been possible to investigate brown
dwarfs in the far-infrared between 70 and 160 µm, thanks to the
Herschel space observatory. Harvey et al. (2012b,a) carried out
a Herschel survey of disks around ∼40 very low-mass objects
(VLMOs) at 70 and 160 µm. Comparing their data with radia-
tive transfer models, they infer a wide range of disk masses (from
<10−6 to 10−3 M⊙). While the upper limit agrees with the values
inferred from (sub)-mm observations, the minimum values are
lower than expected. A few other groups have recently published
their analyses of VLMO disks based on Herschel/PACS data
(i.e., wavelength of 70−160 µm): Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013,
detections for 12 BDs in ρ-Oph), Olofsson et al. (2013, detec-
tions for a few VLM stars in Chamaeleon), Bulger et al. (2014,
detections for 58 VLMOs in Taurus), and Liu et al. (2015b, de-
tections for 5 VLMOs in the TW Hydrae association), most with-
out (sub)-mm detection. One finding of these studies is that the
geometrical parameters of the disk, in particular the flaring an-
gle, seem to be similar in VLMOs compared with more massive
stars. Finally, Joergens et al. (2013) report a highly flared disk
with a mass of 10−4 M⊙ for the isolated planetary-mass object
OTS44, using a spectral energy distribution (SED) with a detec-
tion at 70 µm and an upper limit at 160 µm, but without (sub)-
mm data points.

So far, the focus has been on the analysis of VLMO disks
in specific wavelength domains (e.g., near-infrared (NIR), far-
infrared (FIR), or (sub)-mm), but there is little work on the
links between the different parts of the SEDs of these sources.
In this paper, we set out to study the FIR and sub-mm to mm
fluxes for a sample of well-characterized VLMOs with masses
below 0.2 M⊙, for which information is available in both these
wavelength domains. This approach allows us to investigate
specifically physical properties of the disk that affect the long-
wavelength portions of the SED, including the degree of flar-
ing, disk mass, dust temperature, and the interdependence among
these parameters.

2. Sample and data

2.1. Observations and literature data

The present study combines our own Herschel observations of
VLMOs with previously published Herschel data. We aim to se-
lect all VLMOs (defined as spectral type M4 or later) with well-
sampled disk SEDs and well-known stellar parameters. More
specifically, we focus on objects with a detection in at least one
Herschel band and a detection at (sub)-mm wavelengths.

2.1.1. New Herschel observations

Observations for our program OT1_ascholz_1 (PI: A. Scholz)
were carried out on February 22 and March 12, 2013, in the three
PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010) bands at wavelengths of 70, 100,
and 160 µm. Targets were selected to be spectroscopically con-
firmed low-mass and substellar objects that show strong excess
at mid-infrared wavelengths indicating the presence of an inner
disk, are bright in the near- to mid-infrared (F(24 µm)> 15 mJy),
have been extensively characterized at optical, NIR, and sub-mm
wavelengths, and are well-isolated (>1′) from nearest neighbors
and strong cloud background at 24 µm. Out of 16 targets selected
according to these criteria, 11 were observed, spanning spec-
tral types from M4.75 to M8. Table 1 lists the most important
parameters for the central objects and references. Luminosities
were inferred from the J-band magnitude and bolometric correc-
tions in Pecaut & Mamajek (2013). Through a comparison with

other bolometric correction tables (e.g., Hartigan et al. 1994),
we infer a systematic uncertainty on the order of <20%. Stel-
lar masses were derived from effective temperatures, inferred
from spectral types using Table 8 in Luhman et al. (2003), and
BCAH98 isochrones (Baraffe et al. 1998) assuming an age of
2 Myr based on their membership in the Taurus or ρ-Ophiuchus
star-forming regions (Daemgen et al. 2015; Wilking et al. 2005).
Inferred masses range from 0.03 M⊙ to 0.2 M⊙.

2.1.2. Literature data

Through an extensive literature search, we found 17 addi-
tional objects in the same mass range that have Herschel and
(sub)-mm data points. Herschel data for these objects have
been published by Bulger et al. (2014), Harvey et al. (2012a),
Howard et al. (2013), Olofsson et al. (2013), and Keane et al.
(2014). The (sub)-mm data come from a variety of sources. One
more object, 2M0444, which ranks among the brightest disks in
the VLM domain, has a reliable 70 µm flux from Spitzer/MIPS
plus (sub)-mm data, and was also added to the sample. We derive
stellar properties in the same way as for our core sample with the
exception of the TWA Hydrae sources for which we assume an
age of 10 Myr (Bell et al. 2015) to derive their masses. We list
all derived values in Table 1. Flux measurements of the core and
literature samples are presented in Table 2.

2.1.3. Sample characteristics

The final sample of 29 objects is a mixed group of VLMOs from
different regions, dominated by objects in Taurus, but also in-
cluding a few in ρOphiuchus (3), the TW Hydrae association (3),
and Chamaeleon I (1). The sample ranges in mass from 0.03
to 0.2 M⊙. Most of the sources are likely to have ages between
1−3 Myr, the exception being the 3 objects in TW Hydrae, which
are probably significantly older. Our selection process, as de-
fined above, essentially means that we pick objects with bright
disks that have already been targeted by Herschel and by (sub)-
mm campaigns, which is obviously not a well-defined category.
Therefore, the sample is not complete down to a well-defined
mass or luminosity limit.

The same, however, can be said for all brown dwarf sam-
ples studied so far in the FIR and (sub)-mm domain. The sample
used by Harvey et al. (2012a) includes objects in nine nearby,
diverse star-forming regions, with ages from 1 to 10 Myr, hand-
picked for Herschel observations. The range in spectral types
is slightly wider than ours, including objects that are earlier
and later than our M4 and M8 limits. The objects analyzed by
Liu et al. (2015a) is based on the Harvey sample, plus some more
objects observed by Herschel. Their sample is therefore, as the
authors state, “biased towards very low-mass substellar objects”.
The studies by Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013) and Bulger et al.
(2014) cover almost all known disk-bearing brown dwarfs in
ρOphiuchus and Taurus, respectively, but not all are detected.
While these surveys are almost complete for the studied region,
they suffer from the fact that the detection limit is not homoge-
neous. Such selection effects have to be taken into account when
comparing results.

Three targets (CFHT-18, FW Tau, TWA 32) have stellar or
BD companions that fall within the photometric aperture of our
far-IR measurements (Konopacky et al. 2007; Chen et al. 1990;
Shkolnik et al. 2011). We keep them in the sample, but cau-
tion that binarity can have an effect on the SED and other
measured parameters, depending on the brightness and color of
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Table 1. Stellar properties.

RA Dec Teff Ja AJ Dist Lbol M∗
Target 2MASS ident (J2000) (J2000) SpT (K) (mag) (mag) (pc) (10−3 L⊙) (M⊙) Ref.

Our sample
2M04152746 J04155799+2746175 04 15 57.994 +27 46 17.57 M5.5 3054 11.745 0.16 140 60 0.14 1, 5
2M04232801 J04230607+2801194 04 23 06.07 +28 01 19.5 M6 2990 12.242 0.21 140 39 0.096 2
2M04332615 J04334465+2615005 04 33 44.652 +26 15 00.53 M4.75 3161 11.639 0.85 140 125 0.20 1
2M04412534 J04414825+2534304 04 41 48.250 +25 34 30.50 M7.75 2763 13.730 0.28 140 10 0.036 2, 5
CFHT-6 J04390396+2544264 04 39 03.960 +25 44 26.42 M7.25 2846 12.646 0.11 140 23 0.050 2, 5
CFHT-18 J04292165+2701259 04 29 21.653 +27 01 25.95 M5.25 3089 10.801 0b 140 130 0.16 2
CIDA-1 J04141760+2806096 04 14 17.609 +28 06 09.70 M5.5 3054 11.726 0.79 140 106 0.14 2, 5
GM Tau J04382134+2609137 04 38 21.340 +26 09 13.74 M6.5 2935 12.804 0.037 140 19 0.075 2
ISO-Oph 32 J16262189−2444397 16 26 21.899 −24 44 39.76 M8 2710 12.340 0.00 130 23 0.030 3
ISO-Oph 102 J16270659−2441488 16 27 06.596 −24 41 48.84 M5.5 3054 12.433 0.13 130 27 0.14 3
ISO-Oph 160 J16273742−2417548 16 27 37.422 −24 17 54.87 M6 2990 14.148 1.70 130 21 0.096 4

Literature sample
L1521F-IRSc 04 28 38.95 +26 51 35.1 M6−M8 ∼2880 . . . . . . 140 . . . 0.058 6, 8
FW Tau A+B+C J04292971+2616532 04 29 29.710 +26 16 53.21 M5.5 3054 10.340 0.00 140 190 0.14 6, 8
FN Tau J04141458+2827580 04 14 14.590 +28 27 58.06 M5 3125 9.469 0.00 140 432 0.18 6, 8
CFHT 12 J04330945+2246487 04 33 09.457 +22 46 48.70 M6 2990 13.154 0.45 140 21 0.096 6, 8
ZZ Tau IRSc J04305171+2441475 04 30 51.714 +24 41 47.51 M5 3125 12.842 0.82 140 40 0.18 6, 8
J04381486+2611399c J04381486+2611399 04 38 14.861 +26 11 39.94 M7.25 2846 15.176 0.26 140 2.6 0.050 6, 8
CIDA 7 J04422101+2520343 04 42 21.017 +25 20 34.38 M4.75 3161 11.397 0.32 140 98 0.20 6, 8
KPNO-10 J04174955+2813318 04 17 49.554 +28 13 31.85 M5 3125 11.889 0.34 140 63 0.18 6, 8
IRAS 04158+2805c J04185813+2812234 04 18 58.138 +28 12 23.49 M5.25 3089 13.778 0.66 140 14 0.16 6, 8
J04202555+2700355 J04202555+2700355 04 20 25.554 +27 00 35.55 M5.25 3089 12.861 0.42 140 27 0.16 6, 8
KPNO-3 J04262939+2624137 04 26 29.392 +26 24 13.79 M6 2990 13.323 0.42 140 17 0.096 6, 8
MHO-6 J04322210+1827426 04 32 22.109 +18 27 42.64 M4.75 3161 11.711 0.37 140 77 0.20 6, 8
CFHT 4 J04394748+2601407 04 39 47.484 +26 01 40.78 M7 2880 12.168 0.00 140 33 0.058 6, 8
ESO-HA 559 J11062554−7633418 11 06 25.549 −76 33 41.87 M5.25 3089 13.009 1.01 160 52 0.16 7
2M0444+2512 J04442713+2512164 04 44 27.132 +25 12 16.41 M7.25 2846 12.195 0.026 140 33 0.050 6, 8
TWA 30Bd J11062554−7633418 11 32 18.223 −30 18 31.65 M5 3125 15.350 0.00 46 0.2 0.12 9
TWA 32 J12265135−3316124 12 26 51.365 −33 16 12.55 M6 2990 10.691 0.00 59 23 0.072 9
TWA 34 J12265135−3316124 10 28 45.808 −28 30 37.46 M5 3125 10.953 0.00 47 12 0.12 9

Notes. (a) J-band magnitude from 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006). (b) Zero extinction is assumed owing to the lack of better
estimates. Previous measurements, e.g., AJ = 2 mag by Luhman et al. (2009) have likely been corrupted by its binarity. (c) These targets were
classified as likely Class I in Sect. 3.1 and are excluded from all disk analysis. (d) TWA 30B likely has an edge-on disk (Looper et al. 2010).

References. (1) Luhman et al. (2009); (2) Furlan et al. (2011); (3) Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013); (4) Geers et al. (2011);
(5) Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2014); (6) Luhman et al. (2010); (7) Luhman (2007); (8) Bulger et al. (2014); (9) Liu et al. (2015b).

the companion. The existence of additional binary companions,
including spectroscopic binaries, in the sample cannot be ex-
cluded, as no comprehensive binary survey was executed for
the sample. Spectroscopic binaries among pre-main-sequence
stars are, however, rare (∼6% for low-mass stars in Taurus;
Nguyen et al. 2012).

2.2. Data reduction and photometry

All Herschel photometry of our core sample of 11 targets rely on
the phot project level 3 automatic pipeline results (SPG 11.1.0),
obtained using the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment
(HIPE; Ott 2010). The pipeline combines all consecutive obser-
vations of the same target (usually 2) and performs high-pass
filtering with a flux cut at 1.5 times the standard deviation of the
flux per pixel and a filter width of 15, 15, and 32 readouts in the
70 µm (blue), 100 µm (green), and 160 µm (red) maps, respec-
tively. The built-in MMT deglitching routine was applied and
the output pixel scale was set to 2′′, 3′′, and 4′′ for the blue,
green, and red filters, respectively. Smaller pixels scales have
been tested for a subset of the reductions and did not lead to
significantly different results. Image stamps of the fully reduced
Herschel/PACS data are shown in Fig. 1.

Photometry was performed in IDL using the routine
aper.pro to measure sky-subtracted flux values. If possible,
our custom procedure recenters on the source and then performs
aperture photometry. Aperture radii were set to the values
used by Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013), i.e., 5′′.61, 6′′.79, and
11′′.39 in the blue, green, and red filters, respectively. Inner and
outer sky radii were set to two and three times this value, re-
spectively. If strong spatially extended emission close to the
source was detected by eye (or indications of it in the curve of
growth), aperture radii smaller by a factor of 1.5 (2M04152746)
or 2 (2M04412534, CFHT-6, GM Tau, ISO32, ISO102, ISO160)
were used to exclude as much as possible of the extended
emission from leaking into the point-source photometry and
to ensure that the sky annuli provide a good estimate of the
level of the background at the position of the target. Aperture
corrections were applied according to the tabulated values in
Balog et al. (2014). Since the detected emission stems from cold
dusty material in the circum-substellar disks, color correction
factors of −3.4%, 1.8%, and 2.4% in blue, green, and red bands
were applied assuming an effective temperature of T = 30 K
(Muller et al. 2011). The flux uncertainties introduced through
the color correction factor by the − a priory unknown − disk
temperatures are smaller than 2%, 5%, and 10% in blue, green,
and red for T ≥ 30 K but can be much larger, particularly at
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Table 2. Far-IR and (sub)-mm fluxes or 3σ upper limits.

Target F70 F100 F160 F850 F890 F1300

(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) Ref. (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) Ref.

Our sample
2M04152746 25± 3 26.8± 3.0 <23.7 1, T, T . . . 32.9± 15.2 12.6± 1.4 4
2M04232801 41± 3 55.9± 2.7 67.1± 9.5 1, T, T . . . 13.3± 6.6 5.1± 1.1 4
2M04332615 149± 2 174.4± 3.7 181.1± 15.9 1, T, T . . . 47.8± 21.9 18.3± 1.7 4
2M04412534 37± 3 46.0± 2.7 52.7± 13.6 1, T, T . . . 5.7± 2.8 2.2± 0.4 4
CFHT-6 23± 3 27.4± 2.4 43.6± 13.4 1, T, T . . . 7.6± 4.0 2.9± 0.8 4
CFHT-18 329± 3 295.5± 3.0 199.3± 16.9 1, T, T . . . . . . <3.5 4
CIDA-1 266± 2 294.6± 2.8 249.3± 13.6 1, T, T . . . 27.0± 0.3 13.5± 2.8 5, 6
GM Tau 36± 2 35.7± 2.3 30.6± 6.3 1, T, T . . . 0.85± 0.84 <14.4 6
ISO 32 39.2± 4.0 67.5± 22.7 <294.0 T, T, T . . . 1.8 <3 7, 8
ISO 102 92.1± 1.6 98.6± 6.8 <283.3 T, T, T . . . 4.1± 0.22 . . . 9
ISO 160 48.2± 3.5 71.1± 5.1 <114.3 T, T, T . . . 7.6 . . . 8

Literature sample
L1521F-IRS 522± 4 . . . 3712± 52 1 1300± 500 . . . 600± 150a 10
FW Tau A+B+C 30± 4 33± 4 70± 40 1 5± 1 . . . <15 11, 12
FN Tau 1755± 4 . . . 816± 16 1 . . . 36.5± 5.0 31± 1 4, 12
CFHT 12 2± 1 . . . <8 1 4± 1 . . . <3 6, 4
ZZ Tau IRS 2901± 5 . . . 2922± 26 1 . . . . . . 106± 2 4
J04381486+2611399 95± 2 . . . 67± 24 1 . . . . . . 2.29± 0.75 13
CIDA 7 330± 2 . . . 342± 19 1 38± 8 . . . <19 4
KPNO-10 160± 2 . . . 82± 26 1 . . . . . . 8± 1 4
IRAS 04158+2805 1089± 3 . . . 2953± 25 1 407± 41 . . . 110± 5 14, 15
J04202555+2700355 107± 3 . . . 100± 15 1 . . . . . . 8± 1 4
KPNO-3 23± 4 . . . 33± 12 1 . . . . . . 6± 1 4
MHO-6 107± 2 . . . 188± 7 1 . . . . . . 14± 2 4
CFHT 4 109± 5 . . . <150 1 11± 2 4.3± 0.2 2.38± 0.75 16, 5, 13
ESO_HA-559 <248 228.50± 11.80 284.1± 54.9 1 . . . 44.0± 5.0 . . . 17
2M0444+2512 157.0± 26.4 . . . . . . 2 10± 1 9.0± 0.2 5.20± 0.30 5, 6
TWA 30B 65.7± 1.8 55.6± 2.1 48.4± 3.0 3 . . . . . . 0.83± 0.07 18
TWA 32 46.9± 1.3 51.4± 2.3 46.9± 2.0 3 . . . . . . 2.10± 0.05 18
TWA 34 24.5± 1.2 18.7± 1.8 17.2± 2.5 3 . . . . . . 0.54± 0.06 18

Notes. (a) Measured at F1200 instead of F1300.

References. (T) This paper; (1) Bulger et al. (2014); (2) Guieu et al. (2007); (3) Liu et al. (2015b); (4) Andrews et al. (2013); (5) Ricci et al.
(2014); (6) Mohanty et al. (2013); (7) Phan-Bao et al. (2011); (8) Testi et al. (2016); (9) Ricci et al. (2012); (10) Bourke et al. (2006);
(11) Andrews & Williams (2005); (12) Beckwith et al. (1990); (13) Scholz et al. (2006); (14) Andrews et al. (2008); (15) Motte & André (2001);
(16) Klein et al. (2003); (17) Belloche et al. (2011); (18) Rodriguez et al. (2015).

70 µm, for T . 20 K. Flux uncertainties were estimated from the
scatter in 15 apertures of the same size as the science aperture,
distributed on a circle around the source. Some apertures were
excluded from the uncertainty estimate (2σ outlier rejection) to
lower the impact of spatial background variability at the position
of the noise apertures.

As Popesso et al. (2012) show, the high-pass filter applied
by the automatic HIPE/phot project pipeline may compro-
mise flux measurements close to extended emission. To mea-
sure the impact on our photometry, we compare our results
with two alternative reductions: first, the HIPE pipeline as de-
scribed above but without high-pass filtering and, second, the
scanamorphos pipeline that is designed to conserve large-scale
emission (Roussel 2013). We find agreement to within 1σ be-
tween our results and those based on both alternative reduc-
tions for all targets. It appears, however, that most flux un-
certainties in the scanamorphos reduction are larger than their
HIPE-reduced counterparts. This is likely because of gradients
in the large-scale emission that cause artificially large uncer-
tainties with the applied photometry routine. In the following,
we use the fluxes derived from the automatic HIPE/phot project
pipeline.

3. Results

3.1. Far-IR photometry and SEDs

We detect all eleven targets at 100 µm. Seven of these were also
detected at 160 µm, and we derive 3 sigma upper limits for the
rest of the sample at 160 µm. Furthermore, all three attempted
70 µm observations led to detections. In Table 2, we list our
results together with complementary literature values at 70 µm
(Bulger et al. 2014).

Where available, we compare our far-IR measurements with
previous observations of the same targets. Bulger et al. (2014)
measure F160 fluxes for all eight Taurus targets of our core sam-
ple. Most of our fluxes in Table 2 agree to within 1σ with the
Bulger et al. values. Two targets (CIDA-1 and 2M04232801)
show deviations of 1.5σ and 2.2σ, respectively. The discrep-
ancy can be explained by source variability, which is an intrin-
sic feature of young low-mass stars even at far-IR wavelengths
(Billot et al. 2012). Despite the fact that we compare optical, far-
IR, and sub-mm photometry from different epochs, the observed
variability of up to >20% at 70−160 µm does not severely affect
our analysis because far-IR fluxes enter our analysis mostly log-
arithmically (e.g., Eq. (2)), i.e., as an uncertainty of ∼0.08 dex.
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Fig. 1. Herschel/PACS observations centered on the individual targets. Postage stamps are 1′× 1′, North is up and east to the left.

We find agreement for ISO 32 and ISO 160 to within the uncer-
tainties with the values derived by Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013)
in all three PACS bands. For ISO 102, Alves de Oliveira et al.
(2013) measure F70 = 80.1 ± 5.6 and F100 = 48.4 ± 19.1,
which are both significantly smaller than our measurements
(2σ and 2.5σ, respectively). Part of the difference can be ex-
plained by the different effective temperature assumed for the
color correction. The difference between a color correction at
Teff = 30 K and the temperature of Teff = 1000 K assumed by
Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013) is ∼2%, ∼5%, and ∼10% in the
blue, green, and red bands. As Herschel fluxes are dominated
by emission from the circumstellar dust at low temperatures, we
assume that 30 K is a better representation of the color correc-
tion. The remaining discrepancy may be due to systematic bi-
ases of the different photometry strategies, which are likely en-
hanced by the strong nebular background in the surroundings of
ISO 102 or by source variability. As the signal-to-noise ratio of
our pointed observations is higher than that of the scan maps pro-
duced by Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013), we use our photometry
in the following.

Using literature data for 18 additional targets, we compiled
the largest and mostly complete collection of very low-mass stars
and brown dwarfs that were detected at both far-IR and (sub)-
mm wavelengths (Table 2). We present a sample of 29 targets
that were detected in at least one of the Herschel/PACS bands
(28 detections at 70 µm, and 22 at 160 µm). Twenty-eight of
these have at least one detection at (sub)-mm wavelengths be-
tween 850 µm and 1300 µm. For one target, CFHT-18, only an
upper limit at 1300 µm was found in the literature.

We compile SED between optical and millimeter bands from
the literature (Appendix A). For easy comparison, all SEDs
scaled to their J-band flux are shown in Fig. 2.

The SEDs of five targets (IRAS 04158+2805, L1521F-IRS,
ZZ Tau IRS, 2MASS J04381486+2611399, and TWA 30B, i.e.,
all targets with a horizontal or positive slope between 10 and
100 µm in Fig. 2), show indications of a dense circumstellar en-
velope such as that of Class I sources or an edge-on disk. Owing
to the different nature and uncertain photometry of these targets,
they are excluded from subsequent disk parameter estimates.

For our VLMO sample, we notice a strong correlation be-
tween FIR and (sub)-mm fluxes. Figure 3 shows the correlations
of F100 and F160 with Fmm (similar for F70). The latter is equal
to F1.3 mm, where available, or has been converted from F850 or
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Fig. 2. Dereddened SEDs normalized at J band. Red curves show the
SEDs of the original sample, and blue lines show the literature SEDs.
Targets that were excluded from further discussion (see Sect. 3.1) are
shown with dotted lines. For comparison, the expected photospheric
emission of an M5 star is shown in dashed gray (Cushing et al. 2005).

F890 (see Table 2) according to

Fmm =

(

D

140 pc

)2 (

ν

230 GHz

)−3
· Fν. (1)

This equation has been derived assuming that the (sub)-mm flux
is dominated by optically thin emission and can be approxi-
mated with the Rayleigh-Jeans law (Fν ∝ ν2). We further use
a linear opacity dependence (Fν ∝ κν with κν ∝ νβ for β = 1,
see also Sect. 3.3) and scale all measurements to a distance of
D = 140 pc.

A Spearman’s rank test returns correlation parameters of
0.61, 0.62, and 0.94 for correlations of Fmm with F70, F100, and
F160, respectively, taking into account detections in the whole
VLM sample and excluding binary stars. The respective signif-
icances are 6 × 10−3, 3 × 10−2, and 8 × 10−7, i.e., the measured
correlations are significantly different from zero. The measured
slopes of best linear fits to the data (in log-log space, consid-
ering the same selection as for the correlation coefficients) are
m70 = 1.33 ± 0.76, m100 = 1.43 ± 0.63, and m160 = 1.33 ± 0.93.
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Fig. 3. F100 and F160 as a function of mm fluxes. Millimeter fluxes are
identical to F1300 or were converted from other wavelengths according
to Eq. (1). To compare, T Tauri stars in Chamaeleon I and II are shown
as plus and cross symbols in the bottom panel (Winston et al. 2012;
Spezzi et al. 2013). The dotted lines show linear fits to all points except
upper limits and binaries.

The observed correlations also seem to hold for more mas-
sive T Tauri stars, which are shown with black symbols in
Fig. 3 (Winston et al. 2012; Spezzi et al. 2013). Their mm fluxes
have been derived from F500 using Eq. (1) as well. We discuss
the physical reason for the observed correlation in Sect. 5.1.

3.2. Spectral slopes

As a diagnostic for far-infrared fluxes of our young brown dwarf
sample, we derive spectral slope indices following (Adams et al.
1987):

αλ1−λ2 =
log(λ1Fλ1 ) − log(λ2Fλ2 )

log(λ1) − log(λ2)
· (2)

Such indices provide model-free estimates of the strength of far-
IR dust emission, independent of stellar luminosity. In Table 3,
we present the slopes between the J band (λ0 = 1.24 µm), which
is dominated by the stellar photosphere, and the Herschel/PACS
bands αJ−70, αJ−100 and αJ−160.

A histogram of the slope distribution is shown in Fig. 4. We
find that the NIR-FIR slopes of the VLMOs in our samples range
mostly between −1.0 and −0.5. The median is −0.72,−0.71, and
−0.76 for αJ−70, αJ−100, and αJ−160, respectively, with a 1-sigma
spread of ∼0.2. For comparison, we calculated the same slopes
for a literature sample of T Tauri stars from Winston et al. (2012)

and Spezzi et al. (2013), also shown in Fig. 4 as a dash-dotted
histogram. The range found for T Tauri stars is very similar to
the values quoted for our BD sample, while the medians are
marginally smaller (−0.77, −0.79 for αJ−70, αJ−160), but still well
within the standard deviation. Thus, BDs and T Tauri stars have
similar spectral slopes in the FIR.

We also calculate the same slopes for the Class II Taurus
sample by Bulger et al. (2014), which partially overlaps with
ours but covers a slightly larger spectral type range. Again the
range of the slopes and the peak of the distribution are similar
to our results (median −0.71, −0.73 for αJ−70, αJ−160). Since the
Bulger et al. sample covers a large percentage of all known low-
mass stars in Taurus, the similarity provides reassurance that the
spectral slope distribution of our BD sample is not significantly
affected by selection biases.

In Fig. 5, we compare αJ−70, αJ−100, and αJ−160 with the
mm-flux Fmm (Eq. (1)), which is expected to be proportional
to the disk mass (see Sect. 3.3). For comparison with higher
mass counterparts, we again use the slopes derived from the T
Tauri surveys by Winston et al. and Spezzi et al. and mm fluxes
converted from F500. The numbers are added to Fig. 5 as black
crosses. The bulk of the data points for VLMOs and T Tauri
stars occupy the same region in these diagrams, without obvi-
ous trends, and a Spearman’s rank test cannot rule out that BD
slopes are uncorrelated with mm fluxes (significances of 0.27,
0.65, and 0.25 for αJ−70, αJ−100, and αJ−160, respectively, based
on detections in the whole VLM sample exluding binary stars).

3.3. Disk masses

We convert (sub)-mm fluxes to disk masses using

Md =
D2Fν

κνBν(Td)
, (3)

with distance D from Table 1, κν = κ f

(

ν
ν f

)β

for β = 1 and

κ f=230 GHz = 0.02 cm2 g−1, assuming a gas:dust ratio of 100:1.
We note that choosing β = 2 instead of β = 1 decreases disk mass
estimates of targets observed at F890 by ∼0.2 dex. When avail-
able, Fν = F1300, otherwise F890 or F850 are used (see Table 2).
The dust temperature Td is calculated following the prescription
by Andrews et al. (2013)

〈Td〉 = 25 (L⋆/L⊙)1/4 K, (4)

which yields dust temperatures between ∼7 and 20 K. This scal-
ing of the dust temperature with the stellar luminosity appears to
be more realistic than using fixed values between 10 and 20 K
as in previous brown dwarf disk surveys (e.g., T = 15 K in
Scholz et al. 2006, 20 K in Broekhoven-Fiene et al. 2014); see
Sect. 5.3 for further justification. In Table 3, we list the derived
disk masses according to Eqs. (3), (4). For reference, we also in-
clude disk masses with Td = 20 K.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of disk masses inferred from
(sub)-mm fluxes as a function of stellar host mass. With disk
masses at around 1% of the stellar mass, we see that the cur-
rent sample shows disk masses mostly at the upper edge of the
disk mass distribution in the respective stellar mass range. This
is a selection effect because the required detection at (sub)-mm
wavelengths prefers targets with the largest reservoirs of circum-
stellar dust. The figure confirms that relative disk masses for
brown dwarfs and stars are in the same range, i.e., the disk mass
scales with object mass.
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Table 3. Far-IR slopes and disk masses.

log(Mdisk/M⊙) log(Mdisk/M⊙)
Name αJ−70 αJ−100 αJ−160 (T = 25(L/L⊙)1/4 K) (T = 20 K)

Our sample
2M04152746 −1.10 −1.07 <−1.09 −2.39± 0.10 −2.63 ± 0.10
2M04232801 −0.87 −0.81 −0.79 −2.70± 0.13 −3.03 ± 0.13
2M04332615 −0.83 −0.81 −0.82 −2.34± 0.10 −2.47 ± 0.10
2M04412534 −0.57 −0.56 −0.57 −2.81± 0.12 −3.39 ± 0.12
CFHT6 −0.90 −0.87 −0.78 −2.86± 0.15 −3.27 ± 0.15
CFHT18 −0.64 −0.69 −0.80 <−3.06 <−3.19
CIDA1 −0.65 −0.66 −0.72 −2.45± 0.13 −2.60 ± 0.13
GMTau −0.74 −0.76 −0.81 −3.71± 0.30 −4.24 ± 0.30
ISO032 −0.81 −0.71 <−0.43 −3.49± 0.10 −3.98 ± 0.10
ISO102 −0.61 −0.63 <−0.44 −3.16± 0.09 −3.62 ± 0.09
ISO160 −0.72 −0.65 <−0.59 −2.84± 0.09 −3.35 ± 0.09

Literature sample
L1521F-IRS >1.26 . . . >1.28 (. . . )a (. . . )a

FW Tau A+B+C −1.34 −1.29 −1.11 −3.43± 0.13 −3.52 ± 0.13
FN Tau −0.53 . . . −0.76 −2.29± 0.16 −2.24 ± 0.16
CFHT 12 −1.46 . . . <−1.10 −3.09± 0.14 −3.62 ± 0.14
ZZ TauIRS 0.19 . . . −0.01 (. . . )a (. . . )a

J04381486+2611399 −0.01 . . . −0.25 (. . . )a (. . . )a

CIDA 7 −0.57 . . . −0.64 −2.43± 0.13 −2.64 ± 0.13
KPNO-10 −0.64 . . . −0.84 −2.59± 0.10 −2.83 ± 0.10
IRAS 04158+2805 0.19 . . . 0.20 (. . . )a (. . . )a

J04202555+2700355 −0.54 . . . −0.63 −2.44± 0.10 −2.83 ± 0.10
KPNO 3 −0.81 . . . −0.77 −2.49± 0.12 −2.96 ± 0.12
MHO-6 −0.79 . . . −0.71 −2.38± 0.11 −2.59 ± 0.11
CFHT 4 −0.60 . . . <−0.60 −3.00± 0.18 −3.35 ± 0.18
ESO HA-559 <−0.42 −0.49 −0.49 −2.08± 0.10 −2.41 ± 0.10
2M0444+2512 −0.51 . . . . . . −2.67± 0.09 −3.02 ± 0.09
TWA30B 0.00 −0.12 −0.23 (. . . )a (. . . )a

TWA32 −1.14 −1.11 −1.12 −3.75± 0.09 −4.16 ± 0.09
TWA34 −1.25 −1.29 −1.28 −4.42± 0.10 −4.95 ± 0.10

Notes. (a) These targets were excluded from further evaluation of their disk properties for reasons explained in Sect. 3.1.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of infrared slopes αJ−70, αJ−100, and αJ−160. At αJ−70 and αJ−160, our brown dwarf samples are compared to T Tauri stars in
Chamaeleon I and II (Winston et al. 2012; Spezzi et al. 2013).

4. Disk models

To investigate the implications of our observational results on the
physical properties of VLMO disks, such as flaring and mass, we
ran a small grid of disk models. In our models, each disk is char-
acterized by its dust mass, inner and outer radii, and the density
distribution of dust in the radial (R) and vertical (z) directions.
If Σ is the column density and Hp the pressure scale height at a

given R, then the density is given by

ρ(R, z) = ρ(R, z = 0) exp (−z2/2H2
p), (5)

where

ρ(R, z = 0) =
Σ(R)

√
2πHp(R)

, (6)
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where Σ ∝ R−p and a normalization are defined by the disk mass.
The dust pressure scale height Hp has a well-defined physical
meaning when the disk is in hydrostatic equilibrium and dust
and gas are well mixed. This computation involves an iterative
solution of the radiation transfer, as Hp depends on the tempera-
ture structure, which, in turn depends on the disk geometry (and
thus Hp). Moreover, the dust is likely not well mixed, if signifi-
cant differential settling occurs. Therefore, in most of the recent
papers (e.g., Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015a), Hp is
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Fig. 6. Disk mass, derived from (sub)-mm fluxes, in units of solar
masses (top panel) and stellar mass (bottom panel) as a function of the
mass of the parent body for all targets in this paper. Binaries are high-
lighted with diamonds. A conservative estimate of disk mass uncertainty
arising from unknown individual distances is shown in the bottom left of
the top panel, assuming a conservative ∆dist = ±10% (cf. Torres et al.
2007, who estimate a “depth” of Taurus of 20 pc). Dotted lines show
the typical sensitivity limits derived from Eq. (3) for targets in Taurus
(F1300,lim ≈ 1 mJy, dist = 140 pc) and TW Hya (F1300,lim ≈ 0.05 mJy,
dist = 50 pc), using BCAH98 isochrones to convert mass to luminosity.

assumed to be a power-law function of R,

Hp(R) = Hp(R0) (R/R0)ξ, (7)

where Hp(R0) is the pressure scale height at the fiducial radius
R0 and ξ is a free parameter, which is often defined in the litera-
ture as the flaring index. We note that in fully flared, hydrostatic
equilibrium disks ξ ∼ 1.3 and in flat disks ξ ∼ 1.1. The shape
of the disk is defined by the combination of Hp(R0) and ξ, which
determine the emission at all wavelengths once all other param-
eters are fixed (Bulger et al. 2014; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015).
In summary, a disk model is defined by six parameters: the disk
mass Md, inner and outer radii Ri and Rout, the slope of the sur-
face density profile p, and the two parameters Hp(R0), ξ.

In addition, one needs to fix the stellar parameters (mass,
luminosity, and radius), and the dust opacity. We adopt a
dust model, which is a mixture of 7% (in volume) silicates
(amorphous Mg-rich grains with olivine stoichiometry, optical
constant from Jaeger et al. 1994), 21% carbonaceous materi-
als (aC_ACH2, optical constants from Zubko et al. 1996), 42%
water ice (Warren 1984), and 30% vacuum. For most mod-
els, the grain size ranges from a minimum amin = 0.2 µm to
amax = 150 µm with slope 3.5. The corresponding opacity is
2 cm2 g−1 at 1300 µm, 150 cm2 g−1 at 160 µm, and 700 cm2 g−1
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Table 4. Model parameters.

log(Mdisk) Hp (10AU) ξ Rout Hp (100AU)b

Modela [M⊙] [AU] [AU] [AU]

BD
mod1a −4.5 1.5 1.35 50 33.6
mod1b −4.5 0.15 1.25 50 2.7
mod1c −4.5 0.15 1.10 50 2.0
mod2a −3.5 1.5 1.35 50 33.6
mod2b −3.5 0.15 1.25 50 2.7
mod2b1 −3.5 0.15 1.25 50 2.7
mod2b2 −3.5 0.15 1.25 50 2.7
mod2b, small −3.5 0.15 1.25 30 2.7
mod2b, large −3.5 0.15 1.25 100 2.7
mod2c −3.5 0.15 1.10 50 2.0
mod3a −2.5 1.5 1.35 50 33.6
mod3b −2.5 0.15 1.25 50 2.7
mod3c −2.5 0.15 1.10 50 2.0

TTS
mod2a −3.5 1.5 1.35 100 33.6
mod2b −3.5 0.15 1.25 100 2.7
mod2c −3.5 0.15 1.10 100 2.0
mod3a −2.5 1.5 1.35 100 33.6
mod3b −2.5 0.15 1.25 100 2.7
mod3c −2.5 0.15 1.10 100 2.0
mod4a −1.8 1.5 1.35 100 33.6
mod4b −1.8 0.15 1.25 100 2.7
mod4c −1.8 0.15 1.10 100 2.0

Notes. (a) mod2b1 and mod2b2 are computed with different grain size
distribution: in the first case amax = 2.4 cm (κν = 2.5 cm2 g−1 at
1300 µm, 14 cm2 g−1 at 160 µm, and 56 cm2 g−1 at 1 µm), in the sec-
ond amax = 1.5 µm (κν = 1.5 cm2 g−1 at 1300 µm, 94 cm2 g−1 at 160 µm,
and 4.5 × 103 cm2 g−1 at 1 µm). (b) Scale heights of the disk profile at
R = 100 AU as a reference for comparison with previous studies.

at 1 µm. The opacity at 1.3 mm is the same as the value we used
to calculate disk masses in Sect. 3.3. The opacities at 1.3 mm and
890 µm are also simliar to those used by Andrews et al. (2013)
and many other studies (e.g., Ricci et al. 2014).

We compute the temperature structure and the emission at
selected wavelengths in the FIR and (sub)-mm using the radia-
tion transfer code RADMC-3D1 (version 0.39; C.P. Dullemond).
We consider two different central objects; one object, BD in
the following, with L⋆ = 0.03 L⊙, M⋆ = 0.05 M⊙, and T⋆ =
2800 K, and a more luminous object, TTS in the following, with
L⋆ = 0.15 L⊙, M⋆ = 0.2 M⊙, and T⋆ = 3150 K. All our
targets and most of those from the literature have luminosities
and effective temperatures roughly within this range. We in-
clude in the calculations the heating due to the interstellar ra-
diation field (IRF) as in Draine (2011). As the FIR and (sub)-
mm fluxes depend only weakly on the disk inclination as long
as i is reasonably small (i . 60−65 deg), we fix i = 0 in all
cases.

Table 4 gives the values of the disk parameters for each
model. In all cases, p = 1 and Ri = 0.1 AU. The values
of Hp(R0) and ξ were chosen to encompass a large range of
possibilities, from very flat to very flared disks. We note that
fully flared disks, when computed using a two-layer disk model
as in Chiang & Goldreich (1997), Dullemond et al. (2001) have
Hp(10 AU) ∼1.5 AU and ∼1 AU for the BD and TTS, respec-
tively, with ξ ∼ 1.34−1.30. Models with higher values of H0
and/or p are difficult to justify. In Table 4 we give total disk
masses, with the usual assumption of a gas-to-dust mass ratio

1 http://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/

software/radmc-3d/

of 100, even if the disk models only depend on the dust mass.
For an easier comparison with what is often used by other au-
thors, for each model we give the value of Hp at R = 100 AU in
the last column.

As in other studies of disk SEDs for TTS (see, for example,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015), we find that, for fixed stellar poper-
ties, disks are colder when they are less flared or have higher
mass. The midplane temperature in the outer disks is rather low,
but never smaller than what is expected for the same grains
heated only by the IRF (∼7.5 K). The (sub)-mm fluxes depend
mostly on the disk mass, with a very weak dependence on the
other parameters. The dependence on L⋆, in particular, is only
weak. On the contrary, the FIR fluxes depend strongly on the
temperature and, therefore, on L⋆, the disk shape, and also, al-
though to a lesser degree, on the disk mass, as this also affects
the temperature. In our grid, for the adopted opacity, the 100 µm
optical depth in the vertical direction is <1 for R > 2 AU only
for the lowest disk mass. However, as is always the case, a non-
negligible portion of the emission may come from the optically
thin, hotter surface layers (see, e.g., Liu et al. 2015a). These
trends are summarized in Fig. 7, which plots the 100 µm and
160 µm fluxes as a function of the 1300 µm flux for all the mod-
els. The figure shows also that both FIR and (sub)-mm fluxes
do not depend strongly on Rout nor on reasonable variations of
the grain opacity. Another result worth noticing is that changes
in the disk shape can more than compensate variations of L⋆, as
shown by the fact that flat TTS disks lie in the same region of
the diagram than flared BD disks.

5. Discussion

5.1. Correlation between FIR and (sub)-mm fluxes

We have shown in Sect. 3.1 (Fig. 3) that the observed FIR fluxes
of our VLMO sample scale positively with the mm fluxes. A
similar trend is also seen in Herbig Ae/Be stars (Pascual et al.
2016). How can this be interpreted in the light of our modeling
result that FIR fluxes do not scale strongly with disk mass for a
star of fixed luminosity?

Radiation transfer models show that the (sub)-mm flux
depends primarily on disk mass and only weakly on the other
parameters. In contrast, FIR fluxes depend mostly on the tem-
perature distribution, which itself is controlled by the stellar
luminosity and disk shape. The dependence of the FIR fluxes
on disk mass is weak, becoming only slightly stronger in more
flared disks. In particular, the dependence of FIR on disk mass
is much weaker than the linear relation between Fmm and Md
as given by Eq. (3), which accordingly does not serve to cor-
relate FIR and Fmm disk emission. Self-consistent hydrostatic
equilibrium models (e.g., Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015) show that,
for fixed stellar parameters, disks of increasing mass are more
flared and, therefore, have stronger FIR fluxes. However, even
for fully flared disks the predicted correlation between the FIR
flux and the (sub)-mm flux for a star of fixed luminosity is much
weaker than linear.

It is noteworthy that optical depth apparently plays a subor-
dinate role for the FIR−Md relation; despite the fact that the least
massive disks are opticaly thin at most radii (>2 AU at 100 µm)
and that optically thin layers always contribute to the overall
flux, even in regions where the vertical optical depth is >1, our
models show no strong correlation of FIR with disk mass. We
therefore provide an alternative explanation linking FIR emis-
sion directly to the total luminosity of the VLMOs. We sug-
gest that the apparent correlation between FFIR and Fmm is in
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Fig. 7. Model-predicted 100 µm (top panel) and 160 µm fluxes (bottom)
vs. 1300 µm flux. Each colored point represents a model. Green symbols
indicate the BD models, magenta symbols the TTS models. Different
symbols refer to different disk masses: triangles for Md = 3 × 10−5 M⊙,
squares for Md = 3 × 10−4 M⊙, dots for Md= 3 × 10−3 M⊙, pentagons
for Md= 1.5× 10−2 M⊙. Models for the same Md and different flares are
connected by solid lines; flatter disks have lower fluxes at both wave-
lengths. Models with the same values of Hp(R0) and ξ are connected
by dashed lines. Models mod2b, mod2b, small and mod2b,large are all
shown with filled squares. Models mod2b1 and mod2b2, characterized
by different grain opacity, are shown by empty squares, models with
larger grains have larger mm flux and smaller FIR fluxes. For easy com-
parison, symbols from Fig. 3 are included in gray.

fact the result of two underlying correlations, namely the mass-
luminosity relation for young VLMOs and a correlation of disk
mass with stellar mass, paired with the observed strong corre-
lation (Spearman’s rank correlation parameters between 0.5 and
0.8 of all detections excluding binaries) of FFIR and L⋆ (Fig. 8).
What is observed in Fig. 3 could then be traced back to a cor-
relation Fmm↔Md , according to Eq. (3), a scaling between Md
and M⋆ (assumed to be linear, e.g., Andrews et al. 2013), and a
M⋆ − L⋆ relation (L⋆ ≈M1.53

⋆ determined for 1 Myr isochrones
by Baraffe et al. 2015) (the result is not sensitive to the par-
ticular M − L correlation). The predicted slope m of the cor-
relation between Fmm and L⋆ of m= 0.65 [log(mJy)/log(L⊙)]
is, however, shallower than what is seen in the observations
(m = 1.30 ± 0.27 [log(mJy)/log(L⊙)]). The weak additional de-
pendence between mm fluxes and other parameters (in partic-
ular, the temperature) or a stronger dependence between disk
mass and stellar mass can make the trend slightly steeper and
closer to the observed one. In fact, the most recent study of the
Md−M⋆ relation (Ansdell et al. 2016) suggests that the corre-
lation is steeper than linear with a coefficient of 1.7−1.8 (for
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Fig. 8. F160 flux as a function of target luminosity. Symbols as in Fig. 3.
Best linear fit to all values excluding upper limits and binaries shown
as dashed line. Measured slopes mFIR of best linear fits log(FFIR) ∝
mFIR log(L⋆) in all FIR bands: m70 = 1.30 ± 0.25, m100 = 1.09 ± 0.39,
and m160 = 1.14 ± 0.24.
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Fig. 9. Model predictions of infrared slopes as a function of mm flux.
Colors and symbols as in Fig. 7. For reference, our measurements from
the bottom panel of Fig. 5 were included in gray.

regions with ages of 1−2 Myr). Their sample extends to masses
of about 0.1 M⊙. If this correlation continues into the substellar
regime, it would bring our estimate above for the trend between
FIR and Fmm in agreement with the observations.

5.2. Spectral slopes in models and observations

In Fig. 9 we compare the spectral slopes derived from the ob-
servations (in gray) with the numbers produced by the models.
This is similar to the bottom panel of Fig. 5, but with models
overplotted. We show here the J−160 slopes because most lit-
erature objects do not have a 100 µm flux. Our results do not
depend on that particular choice. As explained in Sect. 4, the
shape of the disk is varied in the models by changing the flaring
index and the scale height H0, which are both listed in Table 4.
The models cover three cases, from fully flared to very flat disk.
The spectral slope depends strongly on the disk shape, but little
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on other parameters and, particularly, not on the disk mass and
stellar luminosity.

From Fig. 9 it is clear that the observed slopes are well re-
produced by the models for moderately flared and flat disks. The
fully flared disks, on the other hand, with a very high flaring in-
dex of 1.35 and large H0, predict spectral slopes that are not seen
in our sample. Since our sample contains objects that are bright
in the FIR (i.e., they are detected with Herschel), it is unlikely
that objects with higher spectral slopes exist but are missing. A
comparison with literature samples in Sect. 3.2 provides further
confirmation. We conclude that the overwhelming majority of
disks around very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs shows some
flattening of the dust geometry compared to the hydrostatic case.

Our modeling results are in line with the findings of
other groups. In Scholz et al. (2006) it was already found that
brown dwarf disks do not have the elevated flux levels ex-
pected for the hydrostatic case. Papers by Harvey et al. (2012a),
Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013), and Liu et al. (2015a) fit SEDs
with models calculated with a prescription analogous to ours for
samples of mostly brown dwarfs (see Sect. 2.1 for more details
on their samples). These authors all find that the flaring index
ranges from 1.0 to 1.2 and the scaling factor Hp(100 AU) ranges
from a few to 20, which again excludes the fully flared disks.
Liu et al. (2015a) also point out that the flaring index ξ might be
a function of spectral type (and thus stellar mass) in the brown
dwarf regime with lower flaring indices for spectral types later
than M8. Our sample does not extend to these late spectral types
and therefore we cannot test this particular result.

5.3. Disk masses from mm fluxes

Before Herschel results were available, disk masses for brown
dwarfs were mostly derived from single-band measurements
at 0.85 or 1.3 mm (e.g., Klein et al. 2003; Scholz et al. 2006;
Mohanty et al. 2013), using Eq. (3) with fixed temperature and
opacity. At these wavelengths, the disks are optically thin and
the emitted flux can be assumed to be proportional to the dust
masses. For this calculation, it is assumed that dust grains emit
as blackbodies; realistic values for opacity and dust temperature
have to be adopted. This is the method we used in Sect. 3.3 to
estimate the disk masses in our sample.

With the models presented in Sect. 4 we can check the va-
lidity of the assumptions for the blackbody-based disk masses
and evaluate uncertainties. In Fig. 10 we show the dust tem-
perature required to reproduce the model disk mass with the
blackbody-based prescription used in Sect. 3.3 from the 1300 µm
flux (T1300) as function of the slope αJ−160 for the BD and TTS
models. Very similar results are obtained for the 890 µm flux.
The values of T1300 reflect the overall temperature distribution in
the disk; they are larger for more flared disks, as shown by the
positive correlation of T1300 with αJ−160. The value T1300 is lower
for more massive disks because stellar radiation does not pene-
trate the disk as deeply and the average temperature (at a given
distance from the star) remains low. For some models, T1300 is
very low, well below 10 K. Only very flared, low-mass BD and
TTS disks have T1300 & 20 K. If we consider the observed range
of αJ−160, we can conclude that for most disks the appropriate
values of T1300 are in the range 10−15 K. Higher values do not
seem justified.

In Fig. 10, the horizontal lines indicate the temperatures ex-
pected for the BD and TTS luminosity adopted in our mod-
els, based on the scaling law derived by Andrews et al. (2013),
which we have also used in Sect. 3.3. The values are ∼10 and
15 K, respectively. Most models in the observed range of αJ−160
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Fig. 10. Values of the temperature needed to recover the model disk
mass from the 1300 µm flux T1300 vs. αJ−160 for BD and TTS models.
Colors and symbols as in Fig. 7. T1300 increases in more flared disks and
decreases with the disk mass. TTS models, which have L⋆ that is five
times larger than BD models, have higher T1300 however, there is a large
region of overlap. The dashed lines show the values of T1300 according
to the Andrews et al. prescription (TA = 25(L⋆/L⊙)1/4 K), green for the
BD luminosity and magenta for TTS.
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Fig. 11. Ratio of the disk mass computed from TA over model disk mass
as a function of αJ−160. Colors and symbols as in Fig. 7.

have T1300 within this range and the adoption of their scaling
law therefore appears justified. Figure 11 plots, as a function of
αJ−160, the difference between the values of Md obtained with TA

from the Andrews et al. prescription and the model disk mass.
The difference is typically less than a factor two, which is the
maximum error that is made by adopting the blackbody assump-
tion with the luminosity-scaled dust temperature.

However, it should be noted that many BD and TTS models
have very similar values of T1300, in spite of the factor 5 differ-
ence in L⋆. The Andrews et al. T1300 values, which scale only
with L⋆, may introduce a spurious trend in the disk mass, espe-
cially if extended to very low L⋆, when T1300 may be nominally
lower than the value of ∼7 K owing to heating by the IRF. A
more accurate value of T1300 can be obtained if αJ−160 or any
other FIR slope is known. In the case in which only FIR fluxes
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and no mm fluxes are available one requires an accurate stellar
luminosity and a careful assessment of the temperature structure
of the disk, since FIR fluxes depend strongly on temperature and
disk shape and only weakly on disk mass (see Fig. 7).

Very recently, van der Plas et al. (2016) proposed a new pre-
scription to derive the disk mass from single wavelength (sub)-
mm fluxes. They favor a scaling law with L⋆ that is flatter than
the Andrews et al. (2013) law, namely Td = 22 K (L⋆/L⊙)0.16,
based on a grid of models with fixed shape (H0(100 AU) =
10 AU, ξ = 1.125). The difference between the two laws is larger
at lower L⋆, becoming a factor ∼1.6 for L⋆ = 0.001 L⊙. The
results obtained with the two scaling laws are compared to the
disk mass derived by fitting the SED of eight very low luminos-
ity (L⋆ . 0.01 L⊙) objects in the Upper Scorpius star-forming
region. Masses derived with the Andrews et al. scaling law are
on average 3.5 times larger than the values assumed in their
radiative transfer model, a discrepancy that is significantly re-
duced when using the new scaling law. It is possible that this
is due in large part to the fact that disks in Upper Scorpius
tend to be more settled and flatter than disks in younger star-
forming regions such as Taurus (Scholz et al. 2007, 2012). If so,
the van der Plas et al. results confirm our conclusion that the disk
shape is an important factor when deciding on the best value of
Td to adopt. However, the differences in disk masses are in gen-
eral not very large.

We conclude that the major drawback in adopting a single
scaling law to measure disk masses from (sub)-mm fluxes for
a sample of objects is not so much in the error on individual
objects but in the trend that this automatically introduces when
comparing disks around stars of different luminosity and mass,
such as those shown in Fig. 6.

6. Summary

We present far-infrared and (sub)-mm fluxes of 29 very low-
mass stars and brown dwarfs with masses ranging from 0.03
to 0.2 solar masses. For 11 objects from this sample, we mea-
sured new FIR fluxes from Herschel/PACS images. In addi-
tion, we compiled Herschel and (sub)-mm fluxes from the lit-
erature and rederived stellar parameters. The objects in this
sample have detections in the FIR and in the (sub)-mm as
well as well-characterized stellar parameters. To interpret the
trends seen in the observations, we model the SED for fiducial
brown dwarf/star-disk systems using the radiation transfer code
RADMC-3D.

We show that VLMO disk masses can be robustly esti-
mated from single wavelength (sub)-mm fluxes, and assum-
ing blackbody emission, if the adopted dust temperature scales
with luminosity as proposed by Andrews et al. (2013, T =

25 K (L⋆/L⊙)1/4). This is the case at least for dust temperatures
above ∼7 K corresponding to the temperature of large grains in
a typical interstellar radiation field. When choosing a tempera-
ture in this way, the error in the disk mass caused by assuming
emission from a single temperature blackbody is at most a fac-
tor of two. The error is only larger for fully flared disks, which
seem to be extremely rare. With additional information on the
spectral slope in the FIR, these uncertainties can be further re-
duced. One should keep in mind that major uncertainties in the
disk mass are introduced by the poor knowledge of dust opacity
and gas-to-dust ratio.

From the (sub)-mm fluxes we estimate disk masses, adopting
the aforementioned scaling law between dust temperature and
stellar luminosity. The disk masses in our sample range from
10−4 to 10−2 solar masses. More than half of our sample has

a disk mass above 10−3 solar masses (corresponding to about
1 Jupiter mass). While our sample is biased toward high disk
masses, this shows that a fraction of brown dwarfs has substan-
tial disk masses, as already found by other authors (Scholz et al.
2006; Bouy et al. 2008; Ricci et al. 2014). The disk mass is crit-
ical for the outcome of planet-forming processes; simulations by
Payne & Lodato (2007) indicate that Jupiter-mass disks around
brown dwarfs have the potential to form Earth-mass planets. As
found by other authors, the disk masses in our sample are in the
range of 1% of the object mass, which is similar to what is found
in more massive stars.

A surprising find of our study is that the observed FIR fluxes
scale with the (sub)-mm fluxes. This is not expected from disk
models because FIR fluxes mostly depend on the temperature
structure, whereas (sub)-mm fluxes mostly scale with disk mass.
We show that this trend can be qualitatively explained as a re-
sult of three interlinked correlations: the strong link between FIR
fluxes and stellar luminosity, the stellar mass-luminosity rela-
tion, and the scaling of disk mass with stellar mass.

The comparison of the NIR-FIR spectral slopes (αJ−FIR)
with the models clearly shows that brown dwarf disks are not
fully flared, which is indirect evidence for the settling of large
grains to the disk midplane. There is no evidence for a mass-
dependence in the NIR-FIR spectral slope, neither in our sam-
ple nor when comparing with values measured for more mas-
sive T Tauri stars. We note that this does not necessarily mean
that the physical processes that determine the disk shape occur
in the same way in brown dwarfs and stars (see the discussions
in Szücs et al. 2010; Pascucci et al. 2009; Mulders & Dominik
2012).
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Appendix A: Spectral energy distributions

See Figs. A.1 and A.2 for spectral energy distributions of all targets presented in this paper.
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Fig. A.1. Dereddened SEDs of our core sample. The filled symbols show data at Herschel wavelengths, the open symbols are literature values at
other wavelengths. Upper limits are shown with triangles. A stellar SED (from the IRTF Spectral Library; Cushing et al. 2005; Rayner et al. 2009),
normalized at J band, is shown for comparison.
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Fig. A.2. SEDs of our literature sample. Symbols and lines as in Fig. A.1.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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